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“His work alone spoke to him …
it reverberated in his hands long after
he laid it aside.” Rilke on Auguste Rodin

Mother and Child II and
Striding Youth from The Troupe
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The Troupe — A Sculpture about Community
Because of the overwhelming response

Kibale forest,” says Bart. My goal was to

project was made possible by a generous

to an online public vote in early 2009,

bring my experience with completely

grant from the Benwood Foundation.

Bart Walter’s sculpture The Troupe, was

wild chimps to others, through the

recently acquired by The Hunter Museum

language of sculpture.” The Troupe was

of American Art. Over 4,200 votes were

commissioned by The North Carolina

cast on the Hunter Museum website. Bart

Zoological Park in 2002. Because of this

Walter’s landslide win with over 2,700

important commission, Bart observed

votes, secured the honor for The Troupe

wild chimpanzees for the first time.

to reside in Chattanooga, Tennessee for
the public to enjoy.

My goal was to bring my experience
of completely wild chimps to others,
through the language of sculpture.

Staff of the Hunter Museum and the

Ideally, every public art project should
have guidance from the artist and fine
art professionals, the stewardship of
committed funders and the support of
the larger community. Having The
Troupe chosen by so many individuals is
very fitting. The message of The Troupe

Chattanooga Zoo enjoyed the dynamic

is about the varied and unique roles

interaction between the lively figures of

each individual plays to make up a vital

The Troupe. “This project is a continua-

community. Bart and his staff wish to

tion of our efforts to take the Hunter

thank everyone who voted for his work

Museum of American Art off the hill and

and for being an important part of our

make it a more active part of the

own lively community.

community,” said Hunter Director, Robert
Kret. “Placing our sculptures around the

Each figure represents a member of a

city will allow us to expand the footprint

chimpanzee social group, from the

of the museum.” The Troupe will be

competing males to mothers communi-

placed just inside the main gate of the

cating with their young. “For six glorious

Chattanooga Zoo. The Hunter Museum

days, I followed wild chimps in Uganda’s

of American Art’s Art in Public Places

Bart and Museum Director, Robert Kret at
The Hunter Museum of American Art.
Visit www.huntermuseum.org for more
information on the Art in Public Places project.
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Artist as Explorer: From Manhattan to Mexico
Story and Photos by Lynn Walter

IN EARLY APRIL, Bart surprised me with

freeze-frame the action of his subject,

TWO OF THE MANY BENEFITS of being

a getaway in Tulum, Mexico. We had a

and later recall and recreate the posture

married to Bart Walter are meeting

wonderful time exploring three ancient

in wax or clay, is one of Bart’s most

incredibly interesting people and seeing

Mayan cultural centers, swimming in a

valuable gifts. Observing Bart’s moments

the world through an artist’s eyes. This

Cenote (wonderful limestone sink-hole

of inspiration, following the creative

Spring we were fortunate enough to

pools full of cool fresh water) and

processes in his studio, and witnessing

enjoy both of these benefits when Bart

wandering the Yucatan’s sub-tropical

that mysterious moment when it all

was elected as a Fellow to the prestigious

jungle with its myriad of bird inhabitants.

comes together, are truly magical
experiences in my life with him; and I

Explorers Club, and we travelled to New
York City to attend their Annual Dinner.
Established in 1904, The Explorers Club is
“dedicated to the advancement of field
research and the ideal that it is vital to
preserve the instinct to explore.”
Bart is deeply honored by his membership in The Explorers Club, as someone
who has spent a great deal of his life
exploring, seeking his subjects and then
returning with sculptures to share with
the world. The Club, located in mid-town
Manhattan in a five story brownstone, is

Whether on the beach, intently watching
Frigate birds soar overhead, hiking in the
jungle searching for an elusive bird, or
observing large iguanas among the
Mayan ruins, Bart’s creative mind was
constantly working.

chock full of fascinating artifacts brought

The textures and forms of his subjects,

back by the likes of Sir Edmund Hillary

along with many observed behaviors and

and Neal Armstrong. At Bart’s first Annual

postures, were no doubt being filed away

Member’s Dinner, we enjoyed exotic

for future reference. It is this incredible

appetizers such as Belgian Endive with

visual memory which Bart possesses that

Scorpion with many of the distinguished

sets him apart as an artist. The ability to

and vibrant scientists and explorers.
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It is this incredible visual
memory which Bart possesses
that sets him apart as an artist.

wouldn’t have it any other way.

CLOCK WISE :

Bart emerges from the ruins in Tulum.
Oriole from Mayan Ruins in Tulum.
The consummate traveler visits a
colonial City.
Just one of the many magical Cenote
in the Yucatan jungle.
Bart Walter and Explorers Club
Past President, Daniel A. Bennett
in the Hall of Dignitaries.
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The drama of Mara Crossing displayed in the
central corridor of the museum’s galleries.
For more exhibition photos visit www.bartwalter.com.
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Celebrations in Jackson
In 2008, we celebrated the opening of Bart’s solo exhibition
An Eye Toward Africa: The Art of Bart Walter at the National
Museum of Wildlife Art (NMWA) in Jackson, Wyoming. We
also surprised Bart for his 50th birthday with a sleigh ride and
a gathering of many long time friends and collectors who
made the journey to Jackson for both occasions.
Many of the visitors expressed awe and deep appreciation for
a body of work that spanned nearly 15 years of the artist’s
career. Visitors immersed themselves in dozens of drawings
and over 30 sculptures depicting various African subjects.
Many notable life-sized works commanded two galleries in
the museum along with bronze field studies, original wax
maquettes and armatures demonstrating Bart’s technique.
Visitor’s to NMWA can still see several of Bart’s works in the
museum’s permanent collection including Contemplation,
Warthog, Resting Arrows, Agile and Swift and his monumental sculpture Wapiti Trail placed at the museum’s entrance.
LEF T :

Bart greets a young

visitor to The National
Museum of Wildlife Art.
RIGHT :

Grooming Cheetah

poised at the entrance
to the solo exhibition.
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The Wildest of Imaginings Becomes True
Sometimes the realization of a vision hap-

presented his sketches and created a

pens quickly, but in many cases, years go

maquette that delighted their imagina-

by before our best ideas may come to

tions. The project began in earnest in

pass. In 2008, a work from Bart’s active

2006 and stayed on course, even through

imagination became a reality for The

the heartrending passing of their

Friends of the Monmouth County Library.

President. In May of 2008, the magnifi-

Bart’s idea started years earlier with a

cent sculpture was shown at Bart’s studio

simple sketch of a boy reading while

to the family of the late Francis Donowitz

resting against the flank of a protective

and the current President, Shirley Norby.

male lion. Initially, Bart had proposed the

The occasion was a tribute to the

September 26, 2009:
Bart Walter Lecture
at the Eastern Branch of the
Monmouth County Library.
For more information please
visit www. bartwalter.com.

confidence and tenacity of The Friends

Those who acquire works in bronze
endeavor to create a lasting legacy.

and the artist who had waited years to
see this vision realized in bronze.
Thanks to the Friends, the Director and
staff of The Monmouth County Library

idea for a new, flagship library in
Maryland. Despite the Library Director’s
enthusiastic support of the idea, Bart’s
depiction of a young, imaginative reader
had to be shelved.

and the generous contributions of Francis
Donowitz, Dr. and Mrs. Mark Donowitz,
Shirley Norby, her daughter JoDee
Anderson and husband Andrew and
many individual donors, the Wild
Imaginings sculpture was dedicated in

Time passed until the then President of

July 2008. Bronze is an enduring medium

The Friends of The Monmouth County

for sculpture and those who commit to

Library in New Jersey, Francis Donowitz,

acquiring works in bronze are endeavor-

approached Bart to propose a sculpture

ing to create a lasting legacy, one of

for the new Eastern Branch. Bart gladly

determination and imagination.

RIGHT :

Detail of a young boy seated with his imaginary companion.
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Young Artists and Writers: Reflections on Bart Walter
Interview by Katie Hutchinson,
St. John’s University, New York

Walter’s work is often a very long-term

stared in awe and attempted to pick our

process, with a fair amount of tweaking

jaws up from the floor. He had so many

Bart Walter, a distinguished sculptor in

or “fine tuning” going into each individu-

works. I had simply never seen such quan-

the world of art, sat before me, upright,

al piece in both the studio and the

tity and quality in my life.

legs out in front, and hands folded in his

foundry. Most artists are self-proclaimed

lap. His deep brown eyes, slightly squinted

perfectionists and Bart Walter is certain-

through his glasses gave a calm and wise

ly no exception to the rule. He explained

aura that told of many places and sights

his reasoning behind working with

that I had never seen. His long beard of

mediums like wax and clay – so that he

salt and pepper, remained stiff, much like

can play around with the texture and the

his demeanor at first glance.

shape of the figure’s body and expres-

At 51 years old, Bart Walter has seen a lot
of things that most people his age could
only ever dream of. Bart who “was just a
little boy, growing up in Baltimore,
Maryland” explains his great start in the
art world by saying, “Every small child
likes drawing and playing with clay...I
simply never grew out of it.”
Bart admits to spending an unusual
amount of time “cooking an idea in his
head” before he begins the process in his
studio. “As I gear up to actually begin a
project, I get impatient—with everything
—and then finally, the creative process
bursts forth!”
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sion until it is just right.

Art’s golden thread of mentors
stretches not just into the ancient
past, but also far into the future.
—Paul Soderberg, Visual Arts Wirter

Essay by Steven Dailey,
Art Student at Carver Center for
Arts and Technology, Maryland

Mr. Walter’s work is amazing, the ability

Meeting Bart Walter was one of the

his unique style perfected in each piece.

most inspiring experiences I have ever

The work itself is also complemented by

had. It was amazing. We walked upstairs

the artist. Mr. Walter seemed so very

(into his work space) and then I was

modest and in touch with his work and

to take a study and transform it into lifesize is also truly amazing, not to mention

truly blown away. I was engulfed in so

the connection between them (Bart and

much fantastic work I couldn’t believe it.

his subjects) was truly uplifting. After

One of my favorite parts of our visit was

leaving I felt truly inspired to work big,

during our talk with Mr. Walter. He was

fast and to not be afraid to make a

talking about his work “in the field” and

mistake. Bart left us with a quote that I

opened the doors of his closet and sud-

will never forget, “Amateurs try to

denly it seemed like hundreds of animals

correct all of their mistakes; the experi-

jumped out of it. My classmates and I all

enced artist goes with the good ones”.

CLOCK WISE :

Bart discussing his life-sized cougar
entitled Cougar Family/Offspring II
with his apprentice Steven Dailey.
Cougar Family/Offspring II Maquette,
a new work to be cast in 2009,
12 ½ x 3 x 7 ¾.
A sketch by Steven Dailey,
interpreting Offspring II.
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Fine Art Investment
in a Bear Market

Art as an investment is an alluring alternative in the recent bear
market. However, one must keep in mind that art investment
begins with the commitment of the collector and follows with
these rules of thumb; do your homework, document your
acquisitions and don’t cut corners on quality.
Today’s art collector can easily protect their assets by keeping
solid records sharing information with their insurer, appraiser,
and prospective buyers and sellers through the use of a digital
camera and home computer. Consider establishing an insurance
policy with an insurer that specializes in fine art and update
your policy as new acquisitions are added to your collection.
What to collect also makes a difference in the risk involved in a
fine art investment. Works on paper and on canvas are a higher
risk, because these materials are subject to deterioration if not
properly protected. All of the framed works on paper by Bart
Walter are fitted with acid-free mattes and UV protective glass
to reduce the affects of sunlight.
Works in bronze are a lower risk investment because unlike
paper, bronze is less vulnerable to moisture and sunlight when
protected by a well applied layer of sculpture wax. Gary Siegel,
Director of New Arts Foundry in Baltimore states, “Our works in
bronze are already fire tested.” In cases of damage to sculpture,
Siegal recommends that restoration of works in bronze take
place at a fine art foundry under the supervision of a conservator or the artist if possible. Most collectors acquire works of art
because they are passionate about the work itself and that
passion cannot be bought or sold.
Yellow Stone Bear Study 2008 , 11 x 7 x 10 / Edition: 10
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Events & Exhibitions
For additional and updated information,
please visit www.bartwalter.com and
select News & Exhibitions.
June 26–30, 2009
Bart Walter Featured Artist
Meet the Artist Reception, June 27, 5 p.m.
Astoria Fine Art Gallery, Jackson, WY
307-733-4016
September 1–30, 2009
Exhibition of Drawings
by Bart Walter
Artist Slide Lecture, September 26, 2009
Eastern Branch of the Monmouth
County Library, Shrewsbury, NJ
866-941-8188

Fall 2009
Dedication of The Troupe with
The Hunter Museum of American Art
& The Chattanooga Zoo
Chattanooga, TN
For dates and information,
717-630-2437
October 23–25, 2009
Art for Land’s Sake Exhibition
Sagamore Farms, Glyndon, MD
410-833-5453

Mark your calendar:
November 14–15, 2009
Open Studio Event
The Studio of Bart Walter
Westminster, MD
See Bart’s working space, his sculptures
and drawings. Guests may also tour the
Walter home and private collection.
Reservations are required 717-630-2437
or email hhatfield@bartwalter.com

Communicate and Conserve
You may have noticed that The
Studio of Bart Walter mailed this
annual newsletter in a 100% post
consumer waste envelope. To cut
down on paper use, we hope to
communicate via e-mail with
Bart’s latest news, images and
information. This will allow us to
be in touch via email until next
year’s newsletter.
Please update or provide your
email to The Studio of Bart Walter
today. Your email information
will not be shared and our
communications via email will be
limited. You can do this by sending
an email to hhatfield@bartwalter.
com. If you wish to be removed
from Bart’s mailing list, please
let us know.
You may also contact The Studio

Lion Profile 2008
Original Charcoal Drawing

of Bart Walter and view images
at anytime via the website
www.bartwalter.com

43 x 35 inches (framed)
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New Works

Samson 2008, 18 ¼ x 10 x 12 ½ / edition: 10
Mother and Child I Maquette 2002, 8 ½ x 7 ½ x 9 ½ / edition: 10

For additional images and information,
please contact Hilary Hatfield,
The Studio of Bart Walter,
717-630-2437 or hhatfield@bartwalter.com.
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Tiger Study 2008, 12 ¾ x 6 1/8 x 11 ¼ / edition: 10
Vantage Point Maquette 2007, 13 x 7 x 11 / edition: 10
Mara Procession 2008, 35 ½ x 12 ½ x 13 / edition: 10
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Detail of Ice Storm I and II,
a Diptych in stainless steel
by Bart Walter.
Please contact Hilary Hatfield
for additional images
or visit www.bartwalter.com.

